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A new book, Ulysses Unbound: A Companion to James Joyce’s Ulysses,
by Joyce scholar Terence Killeen, will be launched in the Library on 3 June.
The book provides a comprehensive and comprehensible guide to
Joyce’s masterpiece.
Each of the eighteen episodes in Ulysses is discussed individually.
A summary of each episode is provided; this is followed by an account of the
part of Homer’s Odyssey to which the episode corresponds. Next there is an
account of the style of the particular episode, in recognition of the fact that
the book is so stylistically diverse. This is followed by a broader discussion,
under the heading ‘Commentary’, of the episode’s principal themes and its
function and place in the overall development of Ulysses.
Annotations are then provided on some of the main characters and historical
events that come up in the book. They focus in particular on the reality
behind the fiction: the real people who provided so much of the book’s
material, and who sometimes appear under their own names and sometimes
under thin disguises. For an Irish readership, in particular, there is
considerable interest in the ordinary Dubliners who, unbeknownst to
themselves, make up the fabric of the 20th century’s modernist masterpiece.
Finally, there is a glossary of the many terms in languages other than
English that pepper the text, and pose an obvious problem for many readers.
The book also features an overall reading of Ulysses, presented in the form
of an ‘Afterword’, a brief account of Joyce’s life, and an account of the textual
and publishing history of the book.
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Ulysses Unbound: A Companion to James Joyce’s Ulysses will be available
in all good bookshops nationwide. It is published by Wordwell in association
with the Library.

Recent National Library Events
Music Association of Ireland presents
archive covering 56-year period
Since the Music Association of Ireland was founded in 1948 by
Brian Boydell, Edgar Deale, Frederick May and Olive Smith, it has
been at the forefront of music promotion, innovation, education
and practice in Ireland. Moreover, many of the leading figures of
the Irish classical music scene such as Bernadette Greevy, John
O’Conor, Aloys Fleischmann and John F Larchet have been
closely associated with the Association during its 56-year history.

Launch of the All-Party Oireachtas
Committee on the Constitution
Ninth Progress Report: Private Property
The Main Hall of the Library’s Kildare Street premises was the
venue for the launch on 7 April of the Oireachtas Constitution
Committee’s Ninth Progress Report: Private Property.

On Thursday 19 February, Rodney Senior, Chairman of the Music Association of
Ireland formally presented the Association’s archive to the National Library of Ireland.
He is pictured (centre) with Aongus Ó hAonghusa, Acting Director, National Library of
Ireland and Professor Gerard Gillen, Head of Music Department, NUI Maynooth.

Picture shows Denis O’Donovan, TD, Chairman, All-Party Oireachtas Committee on
the Constitution, speaking at the launch of the report. Also in the photograph are
Pádraic McCormack TD, Vice-Chairman of the Committee and Mary Hanafin, TD,
Government Chief Whip and Minister of State at the Department of the Taoiseach.

Pictured at the Music Association of Ireland reception in the Library were Frank Murphy,
RTÉ and Ian Fox, Sunday Tribune.

Mary O’Donnell, Máirtín McCullough, Trustee, National Library of Ireland and Marie
Heaney, Trustee, National Library of Ireland pictured at the launch of the Oireachtas
Committee report.

National Library of Ireland Trustee Alison Casey is pictured here with Patricia Gillen.

Toal Ó Muiré, OMS Architects, and Noel O’Connor, Irish Home Builders Association.

Genealogical research in the Library:
visitors from the United States
Family history research continues to be a key interest for thousands
of Library visitors each year, many of whom come from overseas.
In fact, in 2003 some 36% of the visitors who availed of the Library’s
Genealogy Advisory Service came from the United States, with Irishbased users of the Service accounting for another 29% and the
greater proportion of the remainder coming from the UK.
The first of the overseas visiting groups of family history researchers
to come in 2004 was a group from the United States led by
genealogists Marie Melchiori, Dick Doherty and Liz Kelley Kerstens.

Picture shows from left Fergus Gillespie, Keeper–Genealogical Office with group leader
Dick Doherty and participants Hazel and Karl Townsend.

Exhibition Details
The exhibition James Joyce and Ulysses at the National
Library of Ireland will open to the public on 15 June 2004, the
day before the centenary of Bloomsday, the day on which the
events of Ulysses are set. This will be the inaugural event of
the Library’s new exhibition area and visitor facility, which will
include a café, a new shop, and a seminar room.
The exhibition promises to be very exciting. As well as
showing many of the Library’s Joyce manuscripts and books,
it will exploit digital technology to make accessible on
touchscreen installations many aspects of Joyce and of his
works – his life, his writings, the people he knew, and the
contents and characters of Ulysses.
One of the touchscreen installations will show the complex
history of Ulysses the book, and how the texts in the different
editions relate to each other. This will be accompanied by a
display of editions of Ulysses, many of them unusual in their
design and sought after by collectors.
The truly unique bibliographic centrepiece of the exhibition
will be the first copy of the first edition of Ulysses, presented
by Joyce to his benefactor and friend Harriet Weaver, and
presented by her to the National Library of Ireland in 1952.
Not only will visitors be able to see the first edition, but they
will also be able to turn selected pages from it in digital
facsimile form using the ‘Turning the Pages’ technology
developed by the British Library. This technology will also be
used to enable visitors to engage with selected pages from
some the Library’s collection of Joyce manuscripts.
Short films will show how Ulysses was received when it was
first published: condemned and subjected to censorship by
some, and hailed as a masterpiece by others, and how it is
seen today by contemporary artists.

Above

Shakespeare and Company’s slightly premature announcement of the
publication of Ulysses.

A feature in the exhibition will be an ‘orientation wall’, including
stylized maps of the areas of Dublin where episodes in
Ulysses took place, and a multimedia presentation of aspects
of the three main characters, Stephen, Leopold Bloom
and Molly Bloom.

Below

Three copies of the first edition of Ulysses published on 2 February 1922.

Joyce i gcomhthéacs
Deirtear go bhféadfadh gach duine leabhar a scríobh ach ní gach
duine a bheadh in ann leabhar mar Ulysses a scríobh b’fhéidir.
Ceann de phríomhghnéithe Thaispeántas Céad Bliain Bloomsday ná
go dtabharfaidh sé léargas dúinn ar conas mar a thug Joyce faoina
shaothar ardnúálach, an saothar is mó a bhain cáil amach dó.
Tugann na naoi lámh scríbhinn déag nua de Ulysses atá faighte
agus an chuid is mó díobh scríofa i gcóipleabhair scoile mar a
bheadh ag leanaí, léargas de chinéal éigin dúinn ar phróiseas
cruthaitheach Joyce. Beidh cuairteoirí, le cúnamh na
teicneolaíochta digití, in ann tuiscint a fháil ar conas mar a bhreac
Joyce síos focail, smaointe, agus sraitheoga inste agus mar a
chuaigh sé siar ar gach rud, ag cur tuilleadh leis nó ag déanamh
athruithe de réir mar a d’fhorbair a smaointe.

Ghlac sé os cionn sé bliana de dhian-iarracht chruthaitheach
sular foilsíodh Ulysses i mí Feabhra 1922. Le linn na tréimhse
sin, bhí cónaí ar Joyce, a raibh beirt chlainne aige agus a bhí
sna tríochaidí, in árasáin éagsúla i Trieste, Zurich agus Páras.
Déanfaidh an taispeántas iarracht timpeallacht na hEorpa inar
fhorbair smaointe agus scríbhneoireacht Joyce a léiriú.
Ó thaobh na gcuairteoirí go leor sin nach bhfuil Ulysses léite acu,
léireofar aicme chultúrtha agus shóisialta Bhaile Átha Cliath ag
tús na 20ú aoise: mar shampla an ról lárnach a bhí ag ceol de
gach cineál i saol mhuintir Bhaile Átha Cliath – agus i saol na
gcarachtair i Ulysses freisin – chomh maith leis an mbolscaireacht
pholaitiúil bhréagnaitheach a bhain leis an tréimhse, cibé ar bhain
sé le náisiún nó ciníochas– téamaí a dtugann Leopold Bloom
agus an Citizen aghaidh orthu ar bhealach barrúil ach géar sa
mhír ‘Cyclops’.

Contextualising Joyce
It is commonly said that everyone has a book they could write,
though perhaps not everyone could write a book like Ulysses.
One of the main features of the Bloomsday Centenary Exhibition
is that it will give some insight into how Joyce went about writing
his best-known and highly innovative work.
Nineteen newly discovered Ulysses manuscripts, acquired by the
Library in 2002, most of which are written in children’s school
copybooks, allow us some glimpse into Joyce’s creative process.
Using digital technology visitors will be able to examine selected
pages from these manuscripts and get some idea of how Joyce
noted down words, ideas, and sequences of narrative, and then
went back over everything, making additions and changes as his
ideas developed.

More than six years of intense creative effort led to the final
publication of Ulysses in February 1922. During this period Joyce,
a father of two children in his thirties, lived in a variety of
apartments in Trieste, Zurich and Paris. The exhibition will
attempt to convey the European ambience in which Joyce’s
writing and ideas developed.
For many visitors, who probably have not read Ulysses, it will
portray the social and cultural milieu of Dublin at the turn of the
20th century; for example, the central role of music of all kinds in
the lives of Dubliners – and so also of the characters in Ulysses –
as well as the provocative and often contradictory political
propaganda of the period, whether it was of a national or a racist
character – themes that Leopold Bloom and the Citizen confront
in such a comic but yet poignant episode as ‘Cyclops’.

Braithfidh na píosaí sin ar na bailiúcháin phriontáilte
thábhachtacha stairiúla go leor atá sa Leabharlann Náisiúnta,
lena n-áirítear póstaeir opera agus hallaí ceoil, fógra drámaí,
scór ceoil, billí láimhe polaitiúla, póstaeir agus cartúin.
Chomh maith leis sin beidh cuairteoirí in ann éisteacht le go
leor de na hamhráin atá i Ulysses go háirithe an ceol atá sa
mhír ceoil ‘Sirens’.
Beidh an mhír Leabharlainne ‘Scylla and Charybdis’ ina
gcasann Stephen Dedalus le leabharlannaithe i 1904 agus
nuair a chuireann sé a theoiricí ar Shakespeare i láthair mar
ábhar do ghearrscannán a thaispeánfaidh conas mar a rinne
Joyce ficsean den rud a bhí fírinneach agus go minic ní chun
tairbhe na gcarachtair ‘fíora’ a léiríodh.

These installations will rely on the many historically significant
printed collections in the Library, including music hall and
opera posters, playbills, musical scores, political handbills,
posters and cartoons. In addition, visitors will be able to listen
to many of the songs that feature in Ulysses especially in the
musical ‘Sirens’ episode.

From left to right:
Programme for the 1892-93 pantomime Sinbad the Sailor in the Gaiety,
which is referred to in the "Ithaca" episode of Ulysses.
Advertisement for Poole’s ‘Myrioramas’, an event enjoyed by Molly Bloom.

The Library episode, ‘Scylla and Charybdis’, in which Stephen
Dedalus meets the librarians of 1904 and presents his
theories about Shakespeare, will be the subject of a short film,
which will show how Joyce went about fictionalising reality, not
necessarily to the advantage of the ‘real’ characters portrayed.

Parnell, a figure frequently mentioned in Joyce’s works.
Programme for the 1904 Feis Ceoil in which Joyce competed.

A Bloomsday Postcard
2

Some twenty-five years ago Joyce aficionado, Niall Murphy,
set up a business trading in collectibles. Old postcards were
part of the business, and putting aside those associated with
Joyce and Ulysses was, he says, ‘an inexpensive way of
feeding a habit’.
The sole qualification for inclusion in his collection was that the
postmark on each postcard identified it as being posted in
Dublin and environs during 1904.
The collection, which was acquired by the Library in 2003, now
totals more than 1,600 postcards.
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In illustrating A Bloomsday Postcard, Niall Murphy’s glowing
tribute to James Joyce and his most famous book, Ulysses,
the author has used postcard images that have a particular
resonance with the events of 16 June 1904, one of the most
famous dates in the history of literature. The individuals who
wrote and posted these humble records of their existence
walked side by side in Dublin with those immortalised by
Joyce. Many of the messages on their postcards describe dayto-day life in Edwardian Dublin. At times they eerily mirror
events in Ulysses.
In the words of the author: “One of the main objectives of this
eulogy is to impart a good working knowledge of the essential
background, characters and story of Ulysses, which will
encourage fresh or renewed attempts to conquer one of the
greatest literary masterpieces of the world.”
A Bloomsday Postcard is published by Lilliput Press in
association with the Library.
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1 Contained within the delineations of this postcard map of

Raphael Kirchner produced this attractive Art Nouveau

Dublin and environs are most of the places associated with

design for a series called ‘Legendes’, published in Paris at

the early life of James Joyce and his most famous book,

the turn of the century. Peeping at a young woman in

Ulysses. Many of the seaside locations immortalised in

deshabille would have delighted Leopold Bloom, the

Ulysses are more easily identifiable and visible: from north

aficionado of ladies’ underwear.

to south these include: Malahide, Howth, Baily Lighthouse,
Pigeon House, Irishtown, Sandymount, Sydney Parade,
Kingstown, Sandycove, Bullock Harbour, Dalkey, Killiney,
Bray and Bray Head. The photographic cartouche shows
the Liffey at the Strawberry Beds, a popular picnic location
for Dubliners and the characters of Ulysses.

Although self-evidently written on 16 June 1904, this leap
year postcard by artist Lance Thackery bears a Dublin
postmark of 17 June 1904. The writer indicated ‘awfully
showery’ weather, mirroring a remark in Ulysses by Simon
Dedalus that the weather of the day was as uncertain as a
baby’s bottom.

2 In the office of the Director of the National Library of Ireland

a discussion is in progress on the nuances of Hamlet.
Lyster, the librarian and Quaker, cites Goethe’s opinion of
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Hamlet as being a hesitating and incompetent dreamer who

If ever a scene encapsulated the ambience of a 1904

fails disastrously when faced with the harsh realities of life.

Joycean Dublin summer, it is this postcard moment in time

Lyster is called away by an attendant. Stephen makes a

taken at the junction of Suffolk Street, Nassau Street and

contemptuous remark about Lyster’s statements. John

Grafton Street.

Eglinton counters by mocking the literary ability of Stephen

Miss Dunne types the date 16 June 1904, then stares at a

and his student friends, adding that they have produced

poster of the beautiful actress, Marie Kendall.

nothing to equal Shakespeare.
The picturesque windmill of Skerries, eighteen miles from
3 Trinity College is pivotal to the comings and goings of

the capital, is where Buck Mulligan is reputed to have

characters in Ulysses. Mr Bloom saunters past in the early

rescued a man from drowning. There are many references

afternoon; Stephen meets Almidano Artifoni outside its

in Ulysses to the small fishing villages of Skerries,

gates, and the vice-regal cavalcade executes a right turn

Malahide and Howth, all to the north of central Dublin.

just after the statue of Henry Grattan that points the way to
Grafton Street.

The reciprocal love between a mother and her child was a
common sentiment pictured on Edwardian postcards. This
theme resonates throughout Ulysses.
Howth, the charming fishing village nine miles north of
Dublin, was beloved of James Joyce and features
prominently and frequently throughout the pages of Ulysses.

New age…new services
for the public at the National Library

June 2004 will be a very significant date for the National Library.
Not only will its major exhibition, James Joyce and Ulysses at the
National Library of Ireland, open to the public, but this event will
also coincide with the completion of a further stage of the Library’s
building development programme.
A permanent route has been developed linking the Library’s Main
Hall and the new exhibition space in the former NCAD building, which
the Library took possession of in 2001.
In addition, public facilities have been improved through the opening
of a new café, the relocation of the bookshop and the installation of
a lift serving all levels of the former NCAD building and the East Wing
including the Reading Room floor.

While the Library took possession of the former NCAD building in
2001, public access to that area was not possible before now due
to the lack of a proper link. Now, however, with the link finally in
place, a new chapter has begun for the Library.
The opening of the café represents an exciting addition to the
Library’s public facilities. Readers, visitors and staff will have
access to the new café, which will provide quality food at good
value and in a pleasant setting. It is hoped that it will become a
focal point for those visiting the Library’s exhibition space or using
other Library facilities. Others may simply regard it as an attractive
city centre venue in which to meet friends.

Contacting us

The National Library of Ireland Society is a voluntary
support group, which aims “to assist and support the
National Library in the maintenance and expansion of
its services and the improvement and protection of its
status as the National Library of Ireland.” It arranges an
annual programme of lectures on topics of Irish interest
in a variety of subject areas including history, literature
and current affairs; it organises an annual outing to
historic houses and other venues, and it provides an
opportunity for interested persons to support the
Library at a crucial phase in its development.

For further information on the NLI Society, please contact:
The Secretary, NLI Society, National Library of Ireland,
Kildare Street, Dublin 2. Email: nlisociety@nli.ie

The Society lecture programme so far this year has
included talks by Dr Ian d’Alton, Dr Finola Kennedy and
Louis Marcus. The most recent lecture The Kennedy
Assassination – Conspiracy or Mirage? by Anthony
Summers, brought the Spring/Summer programme to a
very successful conclusion.
The Autumn/Winter programme will include a lecture by
Dr Antoinette Quinn, marking the centenary of the birth
of Patrick Kavanagh; Dr David Murphy will lecture on
Sir F L McClintock the famous Arctic explorer, and
Fergus Gillespie of the Office of the Chief Herald will
lecture on links between Ireland and Spain.
The Society’s AGM will take place in Buswells Hotel,
Molesworth Street, Dublin at 7 p.m. on Thursday 10
June 2004. This will be followed at 8 p.m. by a poetry
reading by Denis O’Driscoll.

Membership Rates
At the Annual General Meeting of the Society held on 12
June 2003, the following membership rates were agreed:
Ordinary Membership

€25 p.a.

OAP Membership

€15 p.a.

Student Membership

€10 p.a.

Corporate Membership
(by invitation only)

€1,000 p.a.

Address for correspondence:
Sandra McDermott, Hon Secretary,
National Library of Ireland Society,
Kildare Street, Dublin 2.
Tel: 01 603 0227
Email: smcdermott@nli.ie

Forthcoming exhibitions at the
National Photographic Archive
Fadographs of a Yestern Scene
The National Photographic Archive in Temple Bar will
be mounting a special Joycean-themed exhibition to
coincide with the Bloomsday Centenary.
The general goal of the exhibition, which is entitled
Fadographs of a Yestern Scene, is to celebrate
literary and social aspects of Dublin at the turn of the
20th century. More particularly, it will set out to create
a visual tour of the streets of Dublin and provide a
snapshot of the city as it appeared on 16 June 1904.
The photographs, which are from the Lawrence
Collection, illustrate some of the everyday scenes of
city life that are depicted in James Joyce’s Ulysses.
They were taken in the early 1900s, when the
Lawrence Photographic Studio on Sackville Street
was a flourishing business.
The range of images on display will be extensive.
Moreover, the richness of life in fashionable areas of
the city and suburbs will be juxtaposed with contrasting
images of grinding poverty in the inner city slums.
Fadographs of a Yestern Scene opens at the National
Photographic Archive on 11 June and continues until
the end of September 2004.
Admission is free.

Travelling Exhibitions
The Ireland at Work exhibition, which attracted a
record number of visitors to the National Photographic
Archive during the months of November through
February last, will be on show in An tSean Bheairic
Heritage Centre Falcarragh, Co Donegal during July
and August. Further details are available on the
Falcarragh Visitor Centre website:
www.falcarraghvisitorcentre.com
or telephone 074-918 0888.

Comments and suggestions on NLI News should be
addressed to Avice-Claire McGovern.
Email: acmcgovern@nli.ie
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